A proposal to eliminate women's hours was met with sharp criticism at the annual Senate meeting on Tuesday.

The discussion opened with a review of the poll taken by Student Council to sound out student opinion concerning the Impounding Women's guests on the rights of privacy of other students.

One senator raised the question of whether abolition of woman's hours would mean condoning "cohabitation," and commented that the College could not be put in the position of thinking that public silence, another questioner wished students consider the problem of giving for days at a time in a man's dormitory when they filled out the questionnaires. He speculated on the provs.

**New Council Officers Will Plan Academic Changes**

Two women's hours polls, "Yes" or "No"?

Student Council President David Hoster presented the results of the survey to determine opinion on the abolition of women's hours, and the Council voted in the affirmative, with one abstention. A vote of 225 to 147, having earlier dabbled Steve Christy in the primary election. On the question of room use for study, 278 said that the room was then and 224 that they do most of their work there.

Asking if girls in the dorms would be a distraction, 278 replied that they would be, and 270 that they would not be at any times. As to whether or not there would be any problems as to women guests, 17 answered yes, 138 insisting that no problems could be worked out and 545 replied that there would be no problems. No one exercised his option to vote against all student guests in the dorms.

In other business, Director of the committee to look into the problem of the women's rest rooms in certain upperclass dorms and to study.

**Senate Discusses Cohabitation Charge**

Sue Lubell

Contrary to most opinion research reports, Mr. Lubell feels the average voter knows enough about the issues to vote sensibly and that public opinion is not easily manipulated. Reports on election campaigns and analyzing voting patterns has been Mr. Lubell's occupation for several newspapers. "by systematically interviewing voters in strategic voting areas" he has given "extremely accurate predictions" of election results.

In his position at the College, he has been called an accomplished satirist. His first book, appearing in 1962, "The Future of American Politics" was chosen by the American Political Science Association as the first book on government and democracy for the year.

Mr. Lubell has served as director of the Institute of PublicOpinion Research at Columbia University since 1966.

**Caples Appoints Miller Commission**

President Caples has appointed a nine-man commission to "under- take a thorough study of what Ken- ton's contribution to a solution of the problems of America's dis-The Kenyon College
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**James Harvey Harrold**

Professor Harrold died on March 15, at the age of 44. He was a native Canadian, coming to Kenyon in 1963. Although his specialty was optics, he had a keen appreciation of the history of physics and the interrelationships between fields. This outlook pervaded his teaching at all levels within the College.

At the time of his death he was Chairman of the Department of Physics, he will be missed by his colleagues, by the physics majors whom he served as advisor, and by his many students in elementary and advanced courses.

Franklin Miller, Jr.

The following resolution was passed by the Faculty at its meeting on March 24, 1965:

"James Harvey Harrold, Professor of Physics, served Kenyon College for six years as teacher and scientist. A quiet man, he was valued by many as a friend and by all as a colleague. When he spoke, it was with wit and unerring to the point. We shall miss him all.

We express our sympathy with Mrs. Harrold and her family. Kenyon students share in that loss.

**Dwight Eisenhower**

Most of us were too young really to know Dwight Eisenhow-er as President. But reading and television have helped us appreciate a man who was a soldier but hated war, who was a politician but deplored partisan maneuvering.

So many television coverage of the last week that impressed us most were the CBS re-run of Eisenhower and Lord Montgomery recalling the invasion of Europe. The cameras showed us the making of the allies like in concentration camps. Then he sits at a cemetery in France, with rows of American graves behind him, and talks of how we have not yet learned how to avoid war and how we should never have to fight like that again. He talked of how his son was fortunate enough to survive the war and be able to enjoy the comfortable life of American society.

"Many students tend to designate the Eisenhower Presidency as ineffective and do-nothing and to regard Eisenhower as a list-less President. In fact, Eisenhower fared better with some of the same problems than did Kennedy or Johnson. As New York Times' columnist Arthur Krock has noted, when faced with mili
tary intervention in Vietnam and a possible land war in Asia, Eisenhower decided to keep the planes and the soldiers at home and ceded part of Vietnam to the communists. He avoided a serious involvement in the Congo. He took an important step toward peace and coexistence in fostering the Antarctica Treaty with Russia and 10 other nations, reserving the entire continent to non-military and scientific use. He stressed economic and technical rather than military aid for developing nations. He was concerned about the burgeoning power of labor unions and warned against the encroaching military-industrial establishment that is threatening American society.

President Eisenhower had a certain folksy quality in the White House. Yet he kept the nation at peace and he made some sense out of international relations. He interested in Ameri
cans respect for their country and a great trust in him as their leader. He was universally respected for his military leadership in Europe.

He will remember his strength, his grace, his good humor, his independence, and his magnanimity in leadership.

--- RCB

**A Director's Hell Week**

**Film Fest Plagued**

by Tom Sawyer

In the Fourth Kenyon Film-mak-
er's Festival, the procedure proved to be better than the films. Plagued by poor equi-
ment, technical problems, and most of all by poor films, the organizers, among the student body, have reached its full potential.

During the Festival, 1970 and 71, the judges for the festival each selected six prize-winning films. The judges agreed on three films-the 70 minute "Brando in the Wilder-
ness," an experimental film by Will and Wilt Holmes' "Billboard," some kind of a silly girl's magazine, and my "Chinese Fire Drill" which won a prize at the festival a year ago. Other films noted by both judges were "Demonstration Movie I," and "The Bride Stripped Bare," which gave an interesting portrait of Chicago.

But these films were exceptions. The majority of the films ranged from poor to pretty good and had no reason for existing. Some film-
makers were better technicians than thinkers and as a group apparently could not edit their films although merci-
able. Some films were "A Number's Race," a child's story, "Walt Disney's Animat-</n>
Girls' Price Set By Development

by Alan Rapoport

Do you care to have a brava new women's co-ordinate college committee? Then, well, all you required is that you donate a sum not in excess of $5 million and the honor is yours.

According to Mr. Allen Marcuse of the Development Office, such a committee will be formed. The Foundation suggested this technique of raising funds. If they go for a "Ford College for Women," the Foundation politely demurred.

The Finance Committee of Kenyon College estimates raising some $3 million in addition to obtaining about $6.2 million from government loans and grants. So far, Mr. Martin has pointed out, "every available dollar that we have sought for the appropriate building programs we're involved in, the government has granted the College to date." That consists of some $4 million, a point. In addition, the College has set aside $1 million of its $3 million needed from non-government sources.

Secondly, it consists of the buildings now under construction and a new health center. Parents have been called to contribute for the purposes for this new health center, which, though they have donated $30,000, and the Ford Foundation has supplemented them with $2-$5,000 by the end of the drive. This solicitation is a one-year affair, and it will not end until May 1953.

The money collected is being used to construct the health center, which will be in use next year, and for other purposes. The drive will begin next summer with the emphasis on the move's finances for the women's school and a fine arts center. Financially, the second stage entails the raising of another $8.2 million.

Mr. Martin and Mr. William Thomas, vice-president for development, find that the raising of foundations in their continuing battle against the general assumption that foundations are being made, the foundations will consider these plans when they come in October or November. This week alone, 178 individuals have given a total of $68,000.

A second problem has been the financial situation. 1940 loans for merly charged to 3.25 to 7.5 interest, as opposed to the prime interest rate of 8% to 9% in the financial community. This led to great de- mands, since the government was literally pricing itself out of the market.

Mr. Martin also has worked for the Kenyon Fund. This money comes from those who have received differ- ences from the usual capital gifts. It goes into direct support in the form of scholarships, library sup- port, and faculty support. So the fund is used for everything except specific sums designated for the above purposes by the Alumni Executive Council. It goes to the currently operating budget of the College. Last year, the fund was able to donate $30,000 to scholarships, $10,000 to faculty support, and $22,000 to library support. The Alumni are considering giving something more substantial to this year's budget.

While the Fund has 295 more dollar balances that range from zero to $100, last year, it was able to reach a sum of $30,000 this year.

The campaign hopes to get contributions from 40% of the alumni on the lists.

On the whole, Mr. Thomas emphasized that fund raising depends on two factors. The one is the amount of big gifts, $100,000 in stocks, came in from one source. Secondly, however, the most important funds come from the middle man-center of soliciting funds from foundations and private individuals. So don't look to the big gift of the campaign. Mr. Thomas admitted that the middle man is the one who will raise the money, even if not in this year. Without the middle man, the campaign will not work as it used to.

Sealing lots of steel girder, workmen hurrying towards the completion of the new Alumnae House.

News Analysis

The Dorm Delay Possible

by Ira Dorfman

Released figures on the progress of construction of the women's college dorm delays that we will see some dormitories completed on time. However, Gordon Howell, resident engineer for Perkins and Will, again expressed reservation about the possible construction of the modern dormitory buildings. Mr. Howell pointed out that if the work starts in May, it will not be possible to finish the dormitories by September.

The third floor of the second unit of dorms is yet to be petitioned. Room walls have been thrown up to be erected at the third floor. The work of the dormitory buildings will be completed in the fall of this year. Mr. Howell expressed the hope that the dormitories will be completed on time, however, Mr. Howell did hint that additional work will have to be done once the dorms are moved in.

The admissions department has been criticized for its lack of facilities, and it is likely that the number of students on campus over previous years. The admissions officers do not know exactly how many applications have been received from black students, since photographs are no longer required of applicants. However, recruiting efforts have been undertaken at many predominantly black schools and colleges in the south, especially in the southern United States.

Kushan Expacts

Full Frosh Class

With nearly all admissions applications in, the Office of Admis- sions for the fall frosh class applications, including about 600 men and about 250 from girls. The number of applications is up from last year, and Mr. Samuel Gross, director of admissions, will be able to accommodate 250 freshmen boys. Mr. Gross, who has been on the staff for the last two years, pointed out that the number of vital to the development of the College, which will be opened next year.

Rev. Porter

Resigns

The Rev. C. D. Shepard, pastor of the Episcopal Church Parish of Gambier, has announced the resignation of the Rev. John F. Porter, rector, who has accepted a position as assistant professor of theology at the University of Detroit.

Mr. Porter, who has been associated with the University since 1962, has served in various capacities, including as assistant professor, and in recent years, has been instructor in the history of the Roman Catholic University of Detroit in an experiment in ecumen- ical studies.

Appathy Cankels

Western Mixture

by Robert W. Anderson

Freeman Council's hard-boiled Western mixer plans came to an ignominious end yesterday when the president, Bob Shepard, announced that the affair had been canceled as a Western mixture.

Kenyon's tremendous tally of 18 tickets sold was slightly topped by a total of 19 tickets sold to Western students. These ticket sales are important for the social and financial life of the College during the spring semester. A survey was planned for Council's next meeting to determine the reasons for the high sales to tickets.

No further information was available on the event, and discussion of the tactics of a ticket-seller who held post- positive customers by calling the name "gangsta." Council also discussed at its meetings of the past two weeks the difficulties and problems of student government and the possibility of distributing an analysis of the women's hours visits. A survey was planned for Council's next meeting to determine the reasons for the high sales to tickets.

The mixer plans were marked by Council disputes over the mor- al implications of the event. The refreshments to be served, (some of which were a source of much debate) were found to be crosses and path (cross) charges of fiscal ir- rationality, and the fact that the non-existent funds and obscenity in some of the posters promoting the event, and discussion of the tactics of a ticket-seller who held post- positive customers by calling the name "gangsta." Council also discussed at its meetings of the past two weeks the difficulties and problems of student government and the possibility of distributing an analysis of the women's hours visits. A survey was planned for Council's next meeting to determine the reasons for the high sales to tickets.
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Cagers Break Records

Although the win-loss record of the basketball team was not as outstanding as the previous two years, several team and individual records were set this year.
The Ohio-styled Lords, who led the Ohio Conference in scoring with a 32 points per game average, raised the conference field goal accuracy record to 48.8% and the free throw percentage mark to 66.4%. Moreover, the foul line percentage hit a new college and university record.

All-Americans John Rinka tied a previous record by establishing three other this year. The 6'9" pocket set new conference marks by scoring 33.8 points per game, making 21 field goals in a single game, and raising his career scoring total to 1939, breaking Don Carr's three-year record total of 1936. The "Rinka," who now owns seven OC records, tied his one game high of 35 points in a loss to Tennessee A&M at the Queens Tournament. The little rifleman, who connected in 57.3% of his field goal attempts, led the nation in scoring average and was fourth in the nation with his 88.2% percentage from the foul line.

In recognition of his all-around stellar play this season Rinka was the leading vote getter on the All Conference team, recipient of the Mike Gregory Award (most outstanding Conference basketball player) for the second straight year, and first team choice on the AP, TIP, and Western All America quartets. Rinka," again Most Valuable Player at the College, according to his teammates, was also chosen to cap-tain next year's squad.

Departing captain John Dunlap, who was second team All Conference this year and a first team choice last year, polled the highest total of votes among conference coaches in all star balloting.

Four In Chem Dept.
Plan Summer Study

Four members of the chemistry department have received National Science Foundation College Science Improvement grants for the summer library work. James Pappagianis will conduct a one month study program in the area of inorganic Chemistry, a sub-ject he will teach during the 1969-70 academic year. A specialist in ana-lytical chemistry, Pappagianis will teach the advanced class normally instructed by Margaret Johnson who will be on sabbatical leave next year. Jonil Will develop a month of study time to the literature dealing with metalloids of biological significance. "Fluorescent research activ-ity in this area," Johnson says, "has provided a new direction and significances to coordination chemis try." 

Gerald Clement will spend two and a half months investigating and developing a useful and potent program in biochemistry for Ken-yon. His emphasis in attending meet-ings, developing experiments, re-search, and course development will be attacked with new biochemical materials into the existing offerings, to develop new courses.

Russell Bati's program will last for one and a half months and will explore types of research projects which can be carried on at Kenyon. He will try to absorb his complex research experiences -- those re-quiring sophisticated and expensive equipment and training -- to a level compatible with the financial resources of the College and the short training time available for students. The specific area which he will explore is the effect of light on the rates and mechanisms of selected biochemical reactions.

New Secretary for Dean
Mrs. Margaret Curry, a mother of three, from Mount Vernon, will replace Mrs. Connie Bush as full time Secretary to the Dean of Students. Mrs. Curry will work three mornings a week as student activ-ity secretary.

Camp Recouping
Mr. James C. Cass, campus security officer, suffered a coronary attack Saturday morning in his 3:45 a.m. sleep period. Mr. Cass hopes to resume his position. Security officer Vernon Corwine has temporarily assumed Mr. Cass duties.

Emergency Housing Readied

The College is taking tentative housing plans in the event the new girls' dorms are not ready for occupancy by fall.

Letters have been sent to Gamblers residents by the Dean to learn of possible temporary accommodations. The Deans say, "we have to assume the girls will be housed in the dormitories." But, he said, there will have to be a combination of alternative programs available. The Dean said the College will do everything possible to prevent a delay in the opening of school.

Commission to Consider Proposal

The Gongen proposal will be reconsidered by the newly appointed Black Commission according to Wesley Tuthings, Director of Scholastics and Student Aid. For-merly the proposal to reallocate scholarship funds to disadvantaged black students was on the agenda of the faculty Scholarship and Ad-missions Committees.

Dr. Bogardus Resigns EC Post

Dr. Charles Bogardus, Kenyon's medical director, has resigned effec-tive this June. He will main-tain his private practice.

When the new director has been chosen and is in the process of arranging a contract agreement. President Cables told the Col-legian that he is undertaking a complete examination of the entire medical establishment at Kenyon.

News Briefs

Housing Director Possible

There is a good chance that there will be a housing director next year.

Most colleges Kenyon's size have one or more administrators in housing. Kenyon is seeking to add a director of housing to the eight members making up its housing board. The new director will be in charge of all housing affairs.

The plan is to hire a man that has had experience in college or university housing.

TWO YOUTHFUL admirers solicit the autograph of everybody's All-American, John Rinka. (See below.

Chapel Services

EASTER SUNDAY Holy Communion 10:30 A.M. Holy Communion 11:30 A.M. President Rector Children's Service 4 P.M.

DAVE HOUTHOFFN drives one of his two goals against three Michigan State defenders in Saturday's action at the airport.

Lords Destroy MSU, 9-1

The dust of Old Mother's demise and renovation now covers the ins-truments that are used in researching thermodynamics this summer. Mr. Thomas B. Green-land, Jr., assistant professor of physics, will continue the research project he began last summer at Michigan State University.

Elections

Continued from Page 1 option that he would be satisfied with eliminating hours on weekends. Strong expressed agreement with David Hotter that Kenyon must devolve at least as to the quality of its education. Although in favor of the idea of pass/fail courses, he feels that Kenyon must improve its intellectual atmosphere before the student body will be ready for such a plan. Flanzer indicated that he would push hard for such reforms, although he agreed that Kenyon is "not ready" for a complete pass/fail system. Ummaker suggested that pass/fail be increased gradually so that its effects can be studied.

Flanzer noted that he "would have to see circumstances start at Kenyon" and feared they would "fail in the kind of fragmentation which we have on Saturday. The College is small enough to make do with a little fragmentation and hopes that girls will make Ken-yon a more "open community."

"I'm not going to do any ‘voting' about sororities," he said, "we should not try to influence the girls.

Research Continues

A National Science Foundation grant will support the two months of research. The object of Mr. Greenwood's work is to study relativistic electric power of bulk (bulk) metals and thin films of the same.

A thin film of aluminum (500000 meters) will be evaporated on a microscope slide. Then aluminum wires of the same gauge will be attached to the end of the film. The circuit is made complete by connecting the opposite ends of each wire to a nanovoltmeter capable of detecting a change of voltage at a rate of 2000000 volt meters.

The entire film is a thin film of aluminum, 500000 meters, and is capable of detecting a change in voltage at a rate of 2000000 volt meters.

At the times when the temperature of the reactive wires are varied, the contacts and contacts, temperature, 500000 meters, and are capable of detecting a change in voltage at a rate of 2000000 volt meters.

All of the research apparatus, now absorbing the blast of controlling factors, will be placed in a controlled environment that will simulate both electrical and bimetallic change of pickup of this type.

This presumption must be con-fined to individuals at all times in a room can cool the semiconductor equipment, and result in a fume measurement.

Dave Roller and Bob Garza piped an excellent game with Goebel's lead being scored. But Garza took the final tally with a head on or simply a look at the ball.
Kenyon Tankers Second In National College Ranks

Eight-American Cup Four Gold Medals

by Bill Koller

When the 1969 edition of Kenyon tankers vacationed to dear far-off lands, March 8, among the remaining Kenyonites were two outstanding swimmers who qualified for and competed in the NCAA College Division Championships held in Boston, Massachusetts on March 10 and 11. The tapering sessions instituted by Coach Mager this year again paid off as the Kenyon swimmers captured second place in the National meet, behind the University of California at Irvine.

The final day of competition, Coach Dr. Frank O'Connor did a superb job and with his normal consistency placed Kenyon in a strong position for second place.

Bill Koller qualified in the 200 breast and was a great race in the finals to finish second with a new school record of 2:06.4.

The Lord medley relay of Witten, Koller, Neff, and Wallace swam an amazing race of 3:56.3 and were the first Lords to strike gold. This same foursome had won this race at the conference meet by half a pool length, but in the "big time" they put out a great effort to win by a mere five seconds of a second.

The second day promised to be more fruitful for the Lords. They were ahead of their expectations and among the top five schools. Doug Bell and Kenyon Bell ran the 200 fly on Friday, Neff qualified appointing race due to an unplanned mouth of water. That night Koller and Bell swam a 1:46.0 relay, a great effort, won by Chicago, but Wallace, Bell, Cowen, and Witten swam the previous Kenyon school record by more than two seconds by outstanding swimming in which each individual had his best life- time split. At the end of the two days the Lords had eight All-Americans, two gold medals, and were in second place, thirty points out of first.

The final day had to be a superb effort if the Lords were to bring home the impressive second place trophy.

The 100 fly provided the Lords with their third gold medal and much-needed points. Doug Neff's last strokes of the year set a new varsity record of 52.2.

Larry Witten took a second place in the 100 free by swimming a 47.7. It was for Larry to regain the great emotional peak he had felt at the start of the season, his record board will long feel the effects of his phenomenal ability.

In the 200 breast Koller cashed in on yet another gold medal with a fine 2:16.8, a full three seconds ahead of his nearest competitor. Kalmbach added eight more points with a time of 2:11.6, and was barely nipped out for seventh. Mark Frank swam his best of the season in posting a 2:38.3. In the 400 medley Witten's time was a new varsity record.

The 200 breast had added enough points to move Kenyon 24th on the relay merely reached a sixth place finish in the second place finish in the meet. The relay wasn't worried about speed in the finals, but Wallace, Bell, Cowen, and Witten set a new school record of 3:18.1 on the relay. In 1968 in Enid, Okla., they swam a safe race and finished sixth.

The Lords finished the year with laurels that will be hard to match in varsity records for the 16th year in a row.

A JUBILANT smile is flashed by co-Captain Larry Witten on the victory stand.

Jeff Jackson

Tennis Team Optimistic

As Machinall once said, "Good service makes good law," and in the case of the Kenyon Colleges tennis team, good arms make good tennis players.

Prospects look good for a very successful season. The Kenyon Collegetennis team is voted as four of last year's six varsity players returning, including co-captains Andrew Stewart, last year's number one player, and Jeff Goldburg, last year's Most Valuable Player, Coach Stan Goss, coming off the most successful swimming season in Kenyon history, may have another champion in his ranks. The three excellent freshmen: -Presidential, East, and Kent, Rickett areE being for two more years to the roster in the starting lineup.

Also out for the team is R. Dittmer.

Linksman upset in opener

by Jeff Spence

The Kenyon golf team need not apologize in their first loss after losing its first match of the year at Ohio Wesleyan Tuesday.

After only five days of practice in warm and sunny Gambier the Lords managed a 7.7 team average, which averaged 75.5 a man. The day's scores led Coach Braman to rejoice, "I didn't think the Ohio Conference would be this strong."

Two time conference champion Steve Bartlett once again demonstrated that he is indeed the finest golfer in the conference as he captured medalist honors with a 71. Equally pleasing were the performances of freshmen Mike Brady (70) and George Thomas (70) and sophomore Alan Bart (72). Jeff Spence (70) and Ray Raincl (71) and you come up with the best balanced team Kenyon has seen in several years.

Freshman Mike Lancaster, Pete Lappin, and Brad Fearn all show team (including Denison), they were not good enough against a surprisingly potent Ohio Wesleyan team, which averaged 75.5 a man. The day's scores led Coach Braman to rejoice, "I didn't think the Ohio Conference would be this strong."

Two time conference champion Steve Bartlett once again demonstrated that he is indeed the finest golfer in the conference as he captured medalist honors with a 71. Equally pleasing were the performances of freshmen Mike Brady (70) and George Thomas (70) and sophomore Alan Bart (72). Jeff Spence (70) and Ray Raincl (71) and you come up with the best balanced team Kenyon has seen in several years.

Freshman Mike Lancaster, Pete Lappin, and Brad Fearn all show team (including Denison), they were not good enough against a surprisingly potent Ohio Wesleyan team, which averaged 75.5 a man. The day's scores led Coach Braman to rejoice, "I didn't think the Ohio Conference would be this strong."

Two time conference champion Steve Bartlett once again demonstrated that he is indeed the finest golfer in the conference as he captured medalist honors with a 71. Equally pleasing were the performances of freshmen Mike Brady (70) and George Thomas (70) and sophomore Alan Bart (72). Jeff Spence (70) and Ray Raincl (71) and you come up with the best balanced team Kenyon has seen in several years.

Freshman Mike Lancaster, Pete Lappin, and Brad Fearn all show
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Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Soft Drinks

Blocks S. of Square on Rt. 13, Mt. Vernon
Fisher, Hoster Receive Watson Fellowships

Joel Fisher and David Hoster have been selected to receive the lucrative Watson Fellowship providing for a year of postgraduate independent study and travel.

Boston was one of 25 colleges in the United States invited to participate in the program which was established this year by the Rhode Island Foundation. Each institution was asked to nominate four candidates, regardless of their career plans. Fifty students have been selected.

Emphasis in selecting the Watson Fellows was on character, imagination, motivation, initiative and leadership potential. The fellowships carry a stipend of $6,000 for a single student and $6,000 for students who are married, but without children.

The year of planned study and travel, according to Robert C. Schultze, executive secretary of the Foundation, will give the students an opportunity to take stock of themselves, test their aspirations and abilities, and in the process, develop a more informed sense of international concern. It is not intended that the experience will involve extended formal course work at foreign universities.

In making announcement to the winners, Schultze noted that the fellowships could be held open for a five-year period if the winner had a commitment, such as military service.

Joel Fisher’s plans are still indefinite, but he hopes to travel to Europe. While there, he would like to buy a camper bus and tour the continent while doing art work on his own.

Hoster plans to attend Theological school for a year and then use his fellowship to travel to the Middle East. While there, he hopes to study both religion and religious observance on the part of Arabs and Jews. Instead of enrolling in formal academic courses, he will pursue his research independently.

The fellowships will be awarded annually by the Foundation, which was established in 1941 as a charitable trust by the late Mrs. Thomas J. Watson, Sr., in memory of her husband, the founder of International Business Machines Corporation.

Watson Fellows, who will devise their own programs of travel and study, are currently seniors at Amherst College, Bates, Bowdoin, Brandeis, Carleton, Colgate, Davidson, Dickinson, Grinnell, Hamilton, Johns Hopkins, Kenyon, Lawrence, Middlebury, Occidental, Oberlin, Pomona, Reed, Swarthmore, Trinity (Conn.), Tufts, Union, Wesleyan, and Williams.

The awards were not divided equally. One school, Wesleyan, received four fellowships.

GLCA Offers Art In New York

Anyone interested in a semester of practical art experience in New York City?

The Great Lakes Colleges Association, which is holding its annual conference in Ohio Wesleyan University, according to Professor Donald Boyd.

Art photography, dance, music, painting and sculpture are taught by professionals in apprentice students. For 32 dollars it is an opportunity “to learn by actually doing something rather than reading it in a book,” Boyd declares.

Tuition fee is remitted to the home colleges and the student must provide his own living quarters.

Credit equal to a semester on campus is awarded upon review of the student’s progress by appropriate professors.

Interested students should consult Mr. Boyd for further information. Applications are requested between April 15 and May 15.

Eidelberg Attacks

Marcuse’s critique of American society has been the starting point for the nihilists of the New Left. Marcuse argues that men must become intolerant of society’s repressive features. A bloodbath of violence, coordinated as far down the system. This action is real freedom - the killing of a painter, a printer, a lawyer and concludes the dialectic process. For to be able to satisfy desires, to have real freedom, requires first its opposite, complete tyranny, and the destruction of the sources of oppression.

Professor Eidelberg made clear his position at the conclusion of his talk. Liberal education is not value-free. It attempts to replace opinions by knowledge, and establish the standards by which to judge good works such as the above are being featured in Don Boyd’s exhibit, light, motion, form, and space through April 18 in Chalmers Library.

Continued from Page 3

April 26-6 pm

3 WEIGHT CLASSES

Up to 125 lbs.
126 - 190 lbs.
Heavy Weight - 191 and up

TROPHIES FOR EACH WINNER

ENTRY FEE $2.50

"Which fraternity has the pizza eating kings for 1969-70?"